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About This Game

A girl with a big SWORD is a hardcore JRPG, in which you have to play ... for a girl with a big SWORD!

There is a brutal war between the upper and lower worlds. Powerful demons came together with an army of people. On the
battlefield, blood is spilled daily, coloring the rivers in red. Demonic contamination affects the soil. But meanwhile, on the

outskirts, in the villages, thieves, dwarfs and assassins took advantage of the situation and began to commit outrage. Izumi is the
most skilled swordsmith in the kingdom of Irischold. After a fierce battle with the archdemon, she wounded and exhausted

comes to the nearest village for supplies. In the village, all residents are under the oppression of thieves dwarfs and ask Izumi
for help.

Features:
- Ability to choose the gender of the character (if you do not want to play for a girl with a big SWORD)

- NPCs that give interesting and dangerous jobs
- Ability to travel by boat, ship and windship.
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Girl with a big SWORD is one of a kind game, as the main character your duty is to solve the problems of a tormented town by
accepting and fulfilling the requests of many of the unique and memorable NPCs in town.

Pros:
- NPCs won't repeat their dialogues and some may even disappear forever after talking to them, which makes a challenge to
your memory abilities
- Upon entering homes you'll be facing an enemy while you're at 1 HP, to prove your survival skills
- World maps have at most one other area to explore, once you find it after going around it for like 30 minutes you'll feel a
sense of accomplishment
- Some texts are written in broken English and even some others remain untranslated to give out that natural foreign world
language experience
- Despite the title stating that the girl has a big SWORD she starts out with none, being this a metaphor that the sword was the
adventures we lived through the game.

Cons:
- Needs more bare naked tiddy
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